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2. List Utah’s 5 Historic 
Tribes: 

• Ute
• Paiute
• Navajo
• Shoshone
• Goshute

7. Who were Escalante & 
Dominguez?  

• First European explorers in 
Utah

4. Explain what the Utes 
were like: 

• War like
• Had horses 
• Hunted

1. What does nomadic mean? 

• Wander to follow the food

8. What made it so people didn’t 
want Utah to become a state? 

• Polygamy
• Co-ops

• Political Party
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16. Why did many Utahns leave 
Utah to go look for jobs? 

• The Great Depression

22. What has helped Utah’s 
Tourism grow rapidly? 

• Access to federal lands

27. How did the Cold War 
affect the Paiutes? 

• Put nuclear waste on their 
land

10. Why would you want to be a 
state instead of a territory? 

• Vote for leaders

12. List Utah’s 3 branches of 
government: 

• Legislative
• Executive
• Judicial 

6. What happened to the 
Navajo? 

• Reservation in  Southern Utah
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3. List Utah’s 2 Prehistoric 
Tribes: 

• Fremont
• Ancestral Puebloan

13. Explain what supply & 
demand means: 

• Supply    = price     
• Supply     = price

5. Explain what the Goshutes 
were like: 

• Picked on
• Lived in the GSL Desert

• Built wikiups

15. Journal entries, letters, 
and photos are examples of 

___________ sources. • primary

24. What are local 
governments in charge of? 

• Local issues
• Repairing local roads, snow 

removal, garbage, etc. 

18. What was the camp 
Japanese-American families 

were sent to in Utah? 

• Topaz Internment Camp
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26. Explain what the Cold 
War is: 

• War between the US and 
Soviet Union without any 

battles, just threats 

20. Many languages, different 
types of foods, variety of art, 

etc. are examples of… 

• Cultural Diversity

14. What sets up the 
responsibilities of Utah’s 

government? 

• Utah Constitution

28. Who could you contact to 
fix a problem in West Jordan? 

• Local officials- mayor, public 
works, city manager, etc. 

9. What did people think about 
military occupation during the 

Utah War? 

• Didn’t like it
• Caused problems between 
Mormons and non-Mormons

19. How do immigrants keep 
their culture alive? 

• Their traditions
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21. Where are all of Utah’s 
National Parks located? 

• Colorado Plateau Region 

23. Explain what a natural 
resource is: 

• Something valuable from 
nature

• NOT man-made

17. What happened at 
Scofield Mine? 

• Exploded and killed 100s of 
people

25. How did the 2002 
Olympics effect Utah? 

• Helped the economy grow

11. Who did the mining & railroad 
industries bring to Utah? 

• Lots of different 
religions=diversity 


